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SHOWPROPERTYDELETEDBOX.txt file shows me the last value before the deleting. When the delete button is pressed, i am changing the datatype of the
column to 0. This is causing the value to be displayed as 0. if I switch the value to 1 before the delete, the value is removed from the table and the row

changes to 0. which is why I believe the change is working. MY COLUMN CONSTANT: ALIAS: COLUMN TYPE:
SHOWPROPERTYDELETEDBOX.txt,Date,parm:Column: Anyone know how to fix this? A: You can reset the data type of a column, but it's a bad idea because

it will leave you open to an SQL injection attack. You really should be using parameterized statements. To change the data type of a column, you can do
this: EXEC @Ret=sp_change_data_type @table_name = 'Table',@new_datatype = 'nchar',@column_name = 'ColumnName' See for more information. (1)
Field of the Invention The present invention relates to the generation of heat in a rolling mill, for example a high speed cold rolling mill. (2) Description of
the Prior Art With a rolling mill, a heat source is generally disposed to a lower or upper frame, for example to a lower frame of a high speed cold rolling

mill. The heat source is incorporated, with an auxiliary heating element disposed to the frame, into the rolling mill frame itself so as to be movable
between a heat-generation position and a non-heat-generation position. U.S. Pat. No. 4,012,958 discloses a rolling mill in which a temporary support frame

(a so-called "curve frame") is used to support a main frame which holds work rolls. On the one hand, a column of a heat source is arranged in the main
frame, and on the other hand, another column of the heat source is supported by the curve frame. However, in the rolling mill of the U.S. Pat. No.

4,012,958, the support for the heat source is carried out only by the curve frame, and in case of failure c6a93da74d
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